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Abstract

While it is important for the evidence supporting practice guidelines to be current, that is often not the case. The advent of living systematic reviews has made the concept of “Living Guidelines” realistic, with the promise to provide timely, up-to-date and high quality guidance to target users. However, achieving living guidelines requires specific methodology for their establishment, continual development, and dissemination. We define living guidelines as an optimization of the guideline development process to allow updating individual recommendations as soon as new relevant evidence becomes available. It then discusses when living guidelines are appropriate, the workflows required to support them, the collaboration between LSR and living guideline teams, the thresholds for changing recommendations, and potential approaches to publication and dissemination. The success and sustainability of the concept of living guideline will depend on those of its major pillar, the living systematic review. We conclude that guideline developers should both experiment with and research the process of living guidelines.
What is new

- Living guidelines aim to provide timely advice for decision makers by optimizing the guideline development process to allow updating individual recommendations as soon as new relevant evidence becomes available.
- Guideline developers need to prioritize the recommendations to switch the living status, according to explicit criteria
- Implementing living guidelines will require both workflows to support them, and close collaboration between LSR and living guideline teams
- Challenges that will face the implementation of living guidelines include setting the thresholds for changing recommendations, and potential approaches to publication and dissemination
- The success and sustainability of the concept of living guideline will depend on those of its major pillar, the living systematic reviews
Introduction
The Institute of Medicine defines clinical practice guidelines as “statements that include recommendations intended to optimize patient care that are informed by a systematic review of evidence and an assessment of the benefits and harms of alternative care options”. (1) Guidelines are intended to support clinicians and their patients in making health-related choices to optimize health outcomes. (1)

A typical guideline includes several recommendations, each addressing alternative management options in a specific population. Two of the main factors determining the recommendation’s strength (i.e., strong, conditional) and direction (i.e., in favor or against) are the balance of benefits and harms and the quality of supporting evidence. (2, 3) These two factors are judged based on a systematic review of the most current evidence on the relative benefits and harms of the alternative management options under consideration. (4)

A recommendation is as up-to-date as the search date of the supporting systematic review. One study conducted a survival analysis of systematic reviews, i.e., assessed the period over which they remain up-to-date. (5) It found that the median “survival” of reviews in an area with a relatively high rate of publication (i.e., cardiovascular disease) was 2.9 years (95% CI 1.1-5.3). (5) Moreover, some reviews were already out-of-date by the time of their publication. (5) Given a guideline is based on a set of systematic reviews, some of its recommendations would be out-of-date by the time of the guideline publication. This problem is accentuated when factoring in the additional amount of time needed to move from the evidence to the recommendations and to publish the guidelines. Also, an increasing number of recommendations would become out-of-date as time elapses post guideline publication. Indeed, a study of clinical guidelines developed in the Spanish National Health System found that a fifth of recommendations were out-of-date at three years post publication. (6)
The most common model of updating recommendations is to update the entire guideline at specific time intervals (e.g., at 3 years) following its publication. This approach has two major limitations. First, some of the recommendations will be out-of-date for varying periods of time (directly correlated to the supporting systematic reviews becoming out-of-date). This negatively affects the validity of these recommendations. The second limitation is that for some recommendations, efforts invested in their update will be wasted as the underlying evidence will not change. This negatively affects the efficiency of the process.

Conducting more frequent updates of the guideline will enhance validity but negatively impact efficiency. Conducting less frequent updates will enhance efficiency but negatively impact validity. We propose living guidelines as a process to address this challenge. We hypothesize that this process will lead to more valid recommendations, while potentially improving efficiency of guideline development. Although guideline developers have been discussing the concept of living guidelines,(7-9) a systematic review of methodological handbooks did not identify specific instructions for conducting them.(10)

This is the fourth and last paper in a series of papers discussing the emerging field of living systematic reviews. In this paper, we define living guidelines and discuss when they are appropriate, the workflows required to support them, the collaboration between LSR and living guideline teams, the thresholds for changing recommendations, and potential approaches to publication and dissemination.

**Definition of living guidelines**

We define a living guideline as an optimization of the guideline development process to allow updating of individual recommendations as soon as new relevant evidence becomes available. The ultimate aim is to provide timely and trustworthy advice for decision makers. One implication of this definition is that the living guideline should build on an existing, high quality guideline developed using the standard process. The second implication is that the
unit of update becomes the recommendation, and not the guideline. In other terms, the different recommendations included in the guideline will get updated at different times.

When are living guidelines appropriate?
Adopting a living guideline process will require the prioritization of recommendations to switch to the living status, in order to maximize the value of the approach. The prioritization criteria for living recommendations resemble those proposed by Elliott et al. for prioritizing living systematic review, (JCExx) and include:

1. The recommendation is a priority for the users of the guidelines. This could be affected by a high prevalence of the condition, high rates of associated morbidity and mortality, known variation in practice, and interest in emerging interventions and diagnostic tools.

2. There is a reasonable chance that the existing recommendation changes with the emergence of new evidence. This is the case when the strength of the existing recommendation is conditional (as opposed to being strong) due to a very low or low certainty of evidence. This is a scenario where the consideration of emerging evidence may increase the certainty of evidence, subsequently enhancing the strength of the recommendation.

3. Active research addressing the recommendation of interest is ongoing with a reasonable likelihood of findings being published over the period when the living guideline process is implemented.

At the same time, it is important to keep in mind that recommendations in the same guidelines might not be totally independent from each other. For example, the recommendation to treat with option A might depend on the recommendation to apply test X. If the recommendation to apply test X is changed, this might impact on the treatment recommendation. So, the interdependency of these two recommendations would require both to be living recommendations to ensure simultaneous updating.
When at least one of the above listed criteria for switching a recommendation into a living status cease to apply, the authors could switch back from the living guideline process to the standard guideline process, for individual recommendations or entire guidelines.

**Workflows required to support living guideline**

Several guideline handbooks and publications have proposed different approaches for the guideline development and update processes. A review of these proposals found that they overlap to a large extent and proposed a checklist (the Guidelines Development Checklist) of 18 topics and 146 items. Living guidelines do not represent a new approach, but rather an optimization of the standard process (e.g., following the Guidelines Development Checklist) to allow updating of individual recommendations as soon as new relevant evidence becomes available. This optimization can be achieved by integrating the following in the standard guideline process:

1. **Living systematic review**: this is the most essential requirement for a living guideline process. As defined in the first paper of this series, a LSR is a process that uses continual surveillance of the literature to allow updating of a systematic review with new evidence as it becomes available.

2. **‘Living summary tables’**: guideline panels rely on standardized summary tables to make the judgments required for developing recommendations. The first type of tables is the Evidence Profile, which provides for each outcome of interest the statistical information on the effects on health benefits and harms of the alternative interventions and the detailed assessment of the certainty of supporting evidence. The second type of table is the Evidence to Decision (EtD) Table, which provides for each recommendation the information on the factors needed to judge the strength and direction of that recommendation. These factors include the health effects of interventions, the certainty of evidence, resource use, impact on equity, and
acceptability of the intervention, among others. Updating these tables as soon as new evidence emerges is needed to swiftly relay the findings of the LSR to guideline panels in a form that allows them to reconsider the recommendation. Hence, the suggestion of using the term ‘living summary tables’.

3. ‘Living guideline panel’ (or ‘on-call guideline panel’): typically, recruiting a guideline panel is time consuming in terms of establishing contact, agreeing on the terms of reference, collecting and managing conflicts of interest information and training. Also, convening a panel meeting requires time due to scheduling challenges. A living guideline process can circumvent those challenges by recruiting ahead of time panel members committed to making themselves available within a very short notice, whenever the updating process is triggered. This implies that virtual meetings would be more feasible than in person meetings. Also, a living guideline panel would likely be engaged for more frequent but shorter periods of times, compared with a standard guideline panel. It is also likely that the membership of the panel will change over time. This raises the challenge of preserving the ‘institutional memory’ of the group. Also, it necessitates a plan for the training of newly recruited members in guideline development methodology.

4. ‘Living peer review process’: similarly to recruiting panelists, recruiting peer reviewers may be time consuming and their response may not be timely. A living guideline process could recruit a larger number of reviewers than needed and ensure their commitment to a timely review. The guideline developer could minimize the involvement of the reviewers and provide them with advance notice (e.g., as soon as the updating process is triggered). Also, any internal (e.g., professional society’s) or external (e.g., governmental) review and approval processes, or periods of public comment need to be carefully planned and weaved into the guideline timeline.
Collaboration between LSR and living guideline teams

A smooth workflow between the team conducting the living guideline and the team producing the LSR should be ensured to maximize efficiency. That would require both coordinated, and ideally integrated, work processes between the two teams, and ideally integration of tools and platforms used for systematic reviewing and guideline development. This may raise some funding and logistical challenges.

Thresholds for changing recommendations

When engaged in a living guideline process, a living guideline panel might want to be prudent in changing the recommendations. First, and as discussed in the third paper of this series, (JCE xx) there might be an increased risk of false positive findings when a LSR leads to frequent updates of the meta-analyses. A false positive result may lead to inappropriate change in the direction and/or strength of the recommendation. This may in turn lead to harmful practices while potentially increasing resource use. A later correction of the false positive results leading to reverting the change in the recommendation, may negatively impact the trustworthiness of the guidelines. Second, frequently updated recommendations may pose significant challenges for dissemination and implementation.

On the other hand, the living guideline panel should not be too prudent. Setting the threshold to change a recommendation too high may diminish the potential benefits of living recommendations. Better understanding of how to establish these thresholds will be informed by methods to identify signals for the need to update systematic reviews,(11, 12) methods for repeated meta-analyses, (JCE, Simmonds et al) and the increasing experiences with living systematic reviews and living recommendations.

Approaches to publication and dissemination

A living recommendation can provide timely advice only if it is published and disseminated in a timely way. However, publishing and disseminating of individual recommendations (or cluster of recommendations) pose several challenges. One major challenge is the availability
of a platform that allows publishing updates of individual recommendations (or cluster of recommendations). Another challenge is to ensure that users can clearly identify the latest version of the recommendation. At the same time, the guideline developer should provide access to the historical information related to the previous versions of the recommendation, including content information (i.e., the Evidence Profile and the EtD table) and process information (e.g., members of the guideline panel and their conflicts of interest declarations).

Another set of challenges, common to LSR and living guidelines, relates to authorship indexing and versioning. For example, should authors who contributed to the original or earlier update remain authors on the latest one? Where guidelines are published in journal article form, should the updated recommendation be indexed with or separately from the original publication, and how should the citations of the update be allocated? Addressing these questions requires clear rules and agreements amongst authors, and between the guideline developer and the journal.

In terms of dissemination, digital online guideline documents (e.g., on websites, databases, or online textbooks) would allow any change in the recommendation to be reflected in real-time. However, this does not necessarily ensure that the target user is aware of this change. Potential solutions include a push mechanism, and linking living guidelines to information systems at the point of care, like electronic medical record and decision support tools. So, in an ideal world, as soon as a LSR triggers a change in a living recommendation, this change would be reflected in the online living guideline document, and in the linked downstream systems.

**Conclusion**

Living guidelines aim to provide timely advice for decision makers by optimizing the guideline development process to allow updating individual recommendations as soon as new relevant evidence becomes available. Guideline developers will need to prioritize the
recommendations to switch the living status, according to explicit criteria. Implementing living guidelines will require both workflows to support them, and close collaboration between LSR and living guideline teams. Several challenges will face the implementation of living guidelines such as setting the thresholds for changing recommendations, and potential approaches to publication and dissemination. Implementing living guidelines will also bring logistical challenges to organizations, particularly when maintaining a relatively large number of living recommendations. Eventually, the success and sustainability of the concept of living guideline will depend on those of its major pillar, the LSR.

Guideline developers need to experiment with living guidelines while developing and refining the needed tools and processes. Efforts to build on include human and machine enablers of LSRs, (James et al. JCE xxx), formalizing guidelines in a computer-interpretable form,(13) and semantic technologies.(14) There is also a need to develop a research agenda to better understand the strengths and limitations of the approach, particularly in terms of feasibility, validity, cost, and efficiency relative to the standard approach.
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